Teacher
A professional piano teacher has the expertise to guide you on your piano
adventure. It is possible to learn to play without one; YouTube videos
abound with lots of excellent information, and there are many books,
magazines and piano courses on offer. But to learn effectively and make
good progress, a teacher is invaluable. Not only can they offer solutions
to technical and musical issues on the spot, but they will also provide the
necessary encouragement and the inevitable ‘shoulder to cry on’ when the
path becomes thorny. You should seek a fully qualified, recommended
teacher; begin by searching online or by contacting EPTA (European Piano
Teachers Association) or the ISM (Incorporated Society of Musicians) for
teachers local to you.
There are a few piano tutor books specifically oriented to returning adult
pianists, but a teacher will also make useful, appropriate repertoire suggestions,
and you will probably know the areas of your own interests. I suggest that
you concentrate on a few choice pieces and work at them until they lie
comfortably under your fingers.
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• Public liability insurance - £10,000,000 cover

Practice
Implementing a practice schedule is crucial. Decide how much time you have
available in your week. Aim at first for five days’ practice each week. Ideally
you will find an hour a day (or at least 30 minutes) for five days, with the
sixth day for a lesson (if you have one), and then a break on the seventh day.
Always take rests; an hour might be too long in one unbroken span, so break
it into two sessions (or three).
When practising, sub-divide your time. Many students like to begin with
sight-reading or a few technical exercises or scales, moving onto repertoire
only when warmed up (both mentally and physically). Break down pieces
into small sections, working assiduously until issues have been overcome.
Resist the urge to constantly play pieces through. Once you’ve practised a
piece fruitfully in small chunks, allow yourself the luxury of ‘performing’ it
at the end of a practice session.
Tension is a technical issue which particularly affects adult learners. This is
where the support and advice of a good teacher is invaluable. At no point
should piano playing hurt or become uncomfortable; flexibility in the arms,
hands and wrists is so important and must be encouraged from the outset.
Be aware of the physical aspect of your performance, and aim to feel relaxed
and comfortable when you play.
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Ambitions
What can you realistically achieve as an adult returner? This will depend on
aptitude, but within 6-12 months you should be at least back to your ‘old’
standard, and you may well have surpassed it. Patience is a virtue, and it’s
certainly required when re-learning any skill. Try to maintain a positive
mental attitude, giving yourself permission to make the inevitable mistakes,
correcting them with compassion, working steadily towards your goals.
Never give up and please write to Pianist telling us about your experience
and achievements. Good luck! ■

TUNERS’ ASSOCIATION

Melanie Spanswick has written a two-volume piano course for adult learners
returning to the piano. Play it again: PIANO (Schott Music), contains 49 pieces
moving progressively through from Grade 1 to Grade 8, and in a variety of
musical styles from Baroque to rock. Additional sections cover technique and
theory. Each piece is supplemented with two pages of practice tips.
https://en.schott-music.com/play-it-again-piano/

Do you:
Need a piano tuner?
Need advice about purchasing a piano?
Want to join the Association?
Want to become a piano tuner?

WIN!
Schott Music is giving away 10
copies of Play it again: PIANO on
a first come, first served basis.
Act fast by emailing
marketing@schott-music.com!

Visit www.pianotuner.org.uk
or contact the Secretary on
0845 602 8796
The Association provides the music profession and general
public with a first class professional service in which they trust.
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